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Program Waiver 
I am aware that exercise can be physically stressful and in certain instances can even be harmful and result in 
death; I am also aware that unknown incidences can arise from changing eating patterns.  I am aware that 
anyone who smokes; has ever had elevated blood pressure; is over 45 (men) or 55 (women) years of age; 
presently does not exercise; has ever had cardiac (heart) problems; is overweight; has diabetes; has a family 
history of cardiovascular problems; is susceptible to or has ever had orthopedic problems; or is pregnant; is 
more at risk while exercising and changing eating patterns.  I understand that I should consult with my personal 
physician before I begin or continue any such program. I also understand it is recommended that I have a 
physician identify any limitations on my exercise or eating patterns that I may have if any of these conditions 
exist. 

I understand that my participation in the Nutrition Specialist Program through AASDN, which includes exercise, 
meal planning, and nutrition education – developed by qualified licensed dietitians/nutritionists - is voluntary 
and at my own risk. I hereby release AASDN; affiliates, subsidiaries and parent companies; any of its or their 
respective officers, directors, agents or employees from and agree to hold any and all of the released 
individuals or entities harmless against, any claims or liability arising out of my participation in any of the 
programs and facilities.  I further agree not to sue or make any claim of any nature whatsoever relating to or 
arising out of my participation in any of the Nutrition Specialist programs, or use of facilities in any court, 
agency, or other forum or proceeding against any individual or entity whom I have released and agreed to 
hold harmless in the preceding sentence. 

I have read this form and fully understand the above waiver, release, and assumption of risk.  I have had the 
opportunity to ask questions.  I understand that I have given up substantial rights by signing this waiver, release, 
and assumption of risk and I sign it voluntarily.  I have sufficient information to give my informed consent to 
participate in the referenced program and its facilities. 

I also understand that group classes may be audio/video taped for educational purposes only. 

Signature ___________________________________    Date __________________ 
 
Witness _____________________________________    Date __________________ 

The information obtained in this program is designed to optimize safety and foster attainment of personal goals.  
All information will be kept strictly confidential and will only be available to Nutrition Specialist personnel, and 
the program dietitian, unless otherwise authorized in writing by you. 
 


